
Business Management Software Solutions

Turn-Key Solutions

Sophix Solutions is a Microsoft Silver
Certified ERP Partner, specializing in
the Dynamics GP and the Dynamics
CRM product lines.  We implement
comprehensive, turn-key business
management software solutions. The
initial phase of our process incorpo-
rates a detailed needs analysis, that
will identify an organization’s specific
software requirements.  Once we
have confirmed the software “fit”, we
will initiate the second phase of the
project which includes the physical
Installation of the software, the
Configuration of the software and
End-User Training.  The final phase
of the project incorporates Report
Writing, Parallel testing and Post-Live
Support.  Throughout all phases of
the project, we adhere to a project
management approach that estab-
lishes consistency and continuity for
the project team.

Experience Matters

Sophix Solutions has the experience of working with many organizations to
implement and support business management software solutions.  Our com-
mitment to excellence begins with the initial requirements analysis and contin-
ues on through post-live support.  We have worked with companies in varying
industries from Agriculture, Distribution, Healthcare, Hospitality, Manufacturing
and Services.  Our cross-industry experience has challenged us to think
“outside the box” when designing the application configuration for our clients.
This extensive experience has also
enabled us to leverage our system
application knowledge and apply it to
various customer situations to reduce
the overall time to implement our
business management software solu-
tions. The end result is that our
streamlined methodologies help us
deliver a lower Total Cost of Owner-
ship (TCO) for the software solutions
we implement.

Post-Live Support

Commitment to Excellence

Sophix Solutions adheres to a busi-
ness philosophy of maintaining the
highest ethical standards when con-
sulting with our customers. Our goal
is to facilitate long-term, mutually-
beneficial business relationships. We
are also committed to providing the
best possible environment to pro-
mote professional and personal
growth for our associates and part-
ners. We believe the greatest Return
on Investment (ROI) that we can
expect is a tenured consultant and
customer
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Configuring the Software

Understanding the Requirements

For more information or to schedule a
complimentary initial meeting to discuss
your project, call 813-837-9555 and ask
to speak with a Solution Consultant

“Enabling People through Process and Technology”


